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NEW JERSEY LUXURY
LIVING AT ITS FINEST
Late this past year, we debuted our new name: NJ Home. Why
the change? It's all about simplicity. Now there's no doubt about
who we are and what we strive to celebrate.
NJ Home is a luxury quarterly magazine showcasing the very best
in home design, furnishings and real estate in the northern and
central regions of the state. It's indispensable reading for both
consumers and professionals.
At the same time, NJ Home provides the perfect backdrop for
advertisers to highlight high end products, services and homes
to an unmatched audience of affluent homeowners and home
seekers – as well as leading designers, architects and custom
home builders, plus top real estate agents.
We hope you will want to experience the benefits of advertising
in NJ Home, too. We look forward to partnering with you in 2019!
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READERSHIP & DISTRIBUTION
THE RICHEST AUDIENCE
IN NEW JERSEY

STATISTICS & DEMOGRAPHICS

With every issue, more than 26,000 copies of NJ Home are

•Virtually every homeowner reached has an annual household
income of $1 million or more.

printed and distributed in the most affluent towns in New
Jersey. To qualify to receive the magazine, a homeowner must
have an annual household income of at least $1 million. This
requirement gives NJ Home the most premium demographics of
any magazine in the state. In short, NJ Home is targeted to true
qualified luxury buyers – not aspirational consumers. Only

The NJ Home mailing list is a luxury marketer’s dream,
offering unparalleled affluence and demographic targeting:

•One in four recipients (24 percent) has an annual household
income of more than $2 million.
•Nearly nine in 10 recipients (87.5 percent) have a net worth of
more than $2 million.

homeowners who can afford the products advertised receive
the publication. This is an audience you want to reach.

•The median age of recipients is 54, reflecting the fact that
NJ Home reaches wealthy New Jerseyans of all ages.

Our aim is simple: Give advertising partners direct engagement
with the right potential clients, showcasing home design
products and services plus the state’s most exclusive real estate
listings in a supportive, tasteful, visually immersive editorial
environment.

DISTRIBUTION
NJ Home
is mailed to
top-earning
homeowners in
these 11 core
counties:
Bergen
Essex
Hudson
Hunterdon
Mercer
Middlesex
Monmouth
Morris
Passaic
Somerset
Union

EXCLUSIVE HOME DELIVERY
NJ Home is mailed directly to more than 18.400 qualified high-net-worth individuals at
their homes throughout northern and central New Jersey.
TRADE CIRCULATION
NJ Home has substantial circulation to the design trades and real estate agents. Nearly
5,200 copies of each issue are mailed to architects, interior designers, custom builders,
and professionals who sell luxury homes.
NEWSSTAND DISTRIBUTION
An additional 2,000 copies of NJ Home are available on newsstands throughout the
state.
DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION
The NJ Home digital edition is available on all devices at njhomemag.com.
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EDITORIAL
AN EXCLUSIVE
RESIDENTIAL SHOWCASE

EDITORIAL
HIGHLIGHTS

NJ Home is edited for high-net-worth New Jersey residents looking to
remodel, decorate, furnish, buy or sell their homes. A publication of
Wainscot Media, the state’s largest publisher of regional and luxury
magazines, NJ Home provides entrée to stunning homes via illuminating
words and high-quality architectural photography reproduced on thick,
bright, high-quality paper.

Each quarterly issue of NJ Home

WHAT’S UP, WHAT’S NEW
AND WHAT TO DO.

A cozy, home-sweet-home feel invites relaxation in one of these
houses—each built in the 19th century.

burl-esque

Funky meets functional.
Pull the Metro Nightstand’s
brass handles to reveal
two drawers that are deep
enough for all your goodies
and keepsakes. Available at
CB2, Paramus.

A TASTEFUL TABLE

The patterning on this burl dresser’s doors comes from the wood’s unique knotlike formation. Each piece is one-of-a-kind. Available at onekingslane.com.
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CONTACT: MARYANN DONAHUE, CAPE COASTAL PROPERTIES,
(484) 614-5798
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The Geo Umbrella
Stand holds your
dripping umbrellas
and doubles as
a work of art. Its
antique brass finish
and geometric
shape are oh-so
metro chic. Available at West Elm,
multiple locations.

rain check

Iconic design brand Fornasetti creates
stands that are printed, lacquered and
hand-painted in Italy. With its whimsical
design and gold-colored trim, this
piece will brighten up any entryway.
Available at Rago Arts & Auction
Center, Lambertville.

The Boss himself, Bruce
Springsteen, strikes a
contemplative pose in this
print from photographer
Danny Clinch. Available at
dannyclinch.com.

rock on!

With an antique white
finish and ruffled
shade, this frilly lamp
will light up a young
girl’s room. Available at
roomstogokids.com.

Fashion lovers,
rejoice! The popular
Italian brand Missoni
has started designing
home décor, like this
print “Diamante” pouf.
Available at Bloomingdale’s, multiple
locations.

ATTENTION, MUSIC
LOVERS: THESE SUPERCOOL COLLECTIBLES
WILL ENABLE YOU TO
OWN A PIECE OF ROCK
’N ROLL HISTORY.

The Rifle Paper Co.’s “Rosa” wallpaper design is hand-drawn
by founder Anna Bond and printed on rich indigo paper.
Metallic copper accents make this floral print jump right off
the wall. Available at Mixellaneous, Marlton.

You'll love curling up on this colorful loveseat from World
Market, crafted from solid pine and covered in a cotton
fabric. Available at World Market, multiple locations.
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HOT STUFF

This brand-new sunburst electric guitar,
signed by music legend Alice Cooper and
certified authentic, isn’t just a statement
piece—it’s fully functional so you can
channel your inner rock star. Available at
hollywoodmemorabilia.com.

FALL/WINTER 2018

It doesn’t get more British
than the limited edition Union
Jack Sheraton electric guitar,
complete with a hard case and
certificate of authenticity.
Available at zzounds.com.
A promo poster for Lou Reed’s 1974 album Rock
n Roll Animal is a must for fans of the late singer/
songwriter and his band the Velvet Underground.
Available from RockPosterTreasures on etsy.com.
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Now this is a find: Add 10 new posters to your
collection with a bundle from rock promoter Bill
Graham—it includes the Jimi Hendrix piece shown
above, as well as posters for the Steve Miller Band
and Creedence Clearwater Revival. Available at
rubylane.com.

With vibrant colors
and paint splatter
details, pop artist
Mark Lewis created
a trippy portrait of
John Lennon that
might make you
feel like you’re
viewing it through
“kaleidoscope
eyes.” Available from
ModernCrowd on
etsy.com.

Ethan Allen’s
fancy (and
oh-so-cozy)
Wildflower pillow
features flannel
blossoms in
shades of blue
and gray. Available at Ethan
Allen, multiple
locations.

The Yamazaki holder’s open
zig-zag design allows it to store
more umbrellas than other
stands, and helps them dry
faster too. Available at
The Container Store, multiple
locations.
Add a pop of color to your mudroom with this
hand-painted porcelain piece. The stand’s
intricate floral pattern is so beautiful and
detailed that your guests might mistake it for
a sculpture. Available at scullyandscully.com.

|

All aboard the Zeppelin Express: This vintage silkscreen poster—from Led
Zeppelin’s sold-out 1975 Earl’s Court London Tour—is printed on thick paper
stock and deserves a whole lotta love. Available from RockPosterTreasures on
etsy.com.

The Floral Bouquet Rug by Surya Kodari, hand-crafted
from New Zealand wool, puts a pop of color underfoot. It
comes in two sizes, and can be used as an accent rug or to
cover your entire floor. Available at Neiman Marcus, multiple
locations.

GO WILD, AND TAKE YOUR
PICK OF OUR FAVORITE
NOT-SO-GARDEN-VARIETY
FLORALS.

Go ahead and “metal!” This
hammered iron Riverbend
stand will blend in perfectly
with the umbrellas it’s meant
to store. Available at
riverbendhome.com.

There are plenty of fish in the
sea, but this ocean-worthy
number is the one for you. The
cylindrical stand features stylish
schools of fish perforated into
its metal finish. Available at
Bed, Bath & Beyond, multiple
locations.

The source of this
pendant's gorgeous
glow? Iridescent capiz
shells—also known as
windowpane oysters—
are handpainted and
then formed into petals.
Available at Pier 1
Imports, multiple locations.
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THESE UMBRELLA HOLDERS
WILL ENSURE A LITTLE
DRIZZLE DOESN’T DAMPEN
YOUR FOYER’S STYLE.
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flower
power

These boots aren’t
made for walking
but will bring a bit
of shine into your
space. Available at
sagebrookhome.
com.
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trend report

hot stuff
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ANTIQUES
DESIGN TRENDS
THE BEST IN ENTERTAINING

Polished stainless steel
borders the burl wood
Fulton Mirror, giving the
warm piece an industrial
edge. Available at WilliamsSonoma, multiple locations.

BLOGGER’S COLLECTION ON TARGET

It has already partnered with some of fashion’s biggest names like Isaac Mizrahi and Alexander
McQueen, and now Target is collaborating with designers for its home department. Graphic designer Bri Emery has combined her chic, playful patterns—many of them found on her popular
lifestyle blog Designlovefest—with the craftsmanship of Cloth & Company to create a 40-piece
furniture collection, featuring a settee, sectional pieces, bench, dining chairs, upholstered headboards, curtains and more in an array of colors and designs. “I was inspired by my recent travels
to Mexico, seeing beautiful tiles, textiles and desert sunsets,” she recently said. The colorful,
whimsical patterns of the Designlovefest collection for Target are sure to put a smile on your
face, as will the prices—they range from $200 to $1,400.

If this Victorian’s cheery turquoise exterior doesn’t entice you,
its lavish amenities will. Built in 1875, the house boasts antique
charm, as well as an attached two-bedroom cottage and
modern features like stainless-steel appliances. It’s also walking
distance from the town’s best restaurants and the beach.

ART & COLLECTING
NEW & NOTEWORTHY PRODUCTS

This burl wood table lamp
from Chairish sheds a light on
the swoonworthy Mid-Century
Modern trend. Available at
chairish.com.

SPRUCE UP YOUR SPACE WITH
PIECES MADE FROM A TREE’S
PERFECT IMPERFECTIONS.

815 STOCKTON AVENUE, CAPE MAY
$1,499,000 | 8 beds, 7 baths, 4,285 sq. ft.

KITCHENS & BATHS
LUXURY REAL ESTATE LISTINGS

The Worlds Away Biggs
Stool will give your
space polish. Topped
with a linen upholstered
cushion, the comfortable, curvy piece serves
as extra seating or as
a footrest. Available at
claytongrayhome.com.

This fruit bowl is a
handmade statement
piece from Etsy
shop owner Bryan
Nelson, crafted from
the sturdy cap of
an Australian Jarrah
burl. Available from
Nelsonwood at Etsy.

You know you’ll find fashion-forward clothing at
H&M, but would you think of the store to dress a
table for two or prepare for a family reunion? You will
now: The trendy clothing retailer recently released
a tabletop collection of sophisticated plates, bowls,
mugs and serving pieces in gray, white and black
matte porcelain. These pieces pair perfectly with the
store’s natural wooden items like cutting boards and
a mortar and pestle. The look is minimalist and sleek,
and they’re just the right price: Porcelain plates, for
example, are only $3–$4.

INSPIRATIONAL INTERIORS
GARDENS & LANDSCAPE DESIGN

Whether you’re the boss
or not, you'll feel in charge
behind the Executive Desk,
made with burl wood and
polished chrome. All three
drawers are lockable by key
for optimal privacy. Available
at 1stdibs.com.

material world

victorian charm

real estate

the guide

HANG IN THERE!
Your picture hangs in the perfect frame and, yes,
it’s level and straight as an arrow. But did you
know the biggest mistake people make when
hanging art is putting pieces too high? “In
nine homes out of 10, that is something I fix
immediately,” says Shirley Rollins, of pARTner
Art Advisory in Ridgewood. “I joke, ‘Who’s
hanging the artwork, the Jolly Green Giant?’ It’s
actually amazing when you correct it. You can
see the art better, and you’re giving the piece
more prominence in the home. It also balances
the room better.” Size up your art and follow
these tips when hanging:
Small: The top of smaller pieces (think 8x10
inches) should be about 67 inches above the
floor, Rollins advises. Art should be roughly eye
level. “You shouldn’t have to lift your chin to
see it,” she says. “Your eyes should move up
slightly, but just a tad.”
Medium: This size should be hung just a bit
higher, with the top 70 to 72 inches from the
floor, says Rollins, but it should still be roughly
eye-level for the average American.
Large: When you’re hanging pieces larger
than 4x4 feet, you need to consider the size of
the room and the height of the ceiling, in addition to the other pieces of art and furniture in
the room, and strive for balance.
And don’t forget to account for the space
between the hook or the wire and the top of
the piece. “You’d rather it be too low than too
high,” Rollins says. “If you make a mistake,
you can easily correct it by lifting a painting
up, but if you make a hole too high and you
have to move it lower, you’ve now given yourself a painting job.”

includes coverage of the following:

GOING DUTCH
IN RIDGEWOOD
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TREND REPORT
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ART

A designer banishes the darkness from a
1980s home in Warren to create a space
that’s bright, clean and altogether livable.
Written by Leslie Garisto Pfaff Design by Lee Melahn and Rick Shaver
Photography by James Koch Photography

RIDGEWOOD RENO

top
of the
world

turning on
the light

Bold graphic elements
with pops of color elevate
this 40th floor Jersey City
apartment’s feel.

CHARLESTON:
DIXIE DESIGN AT
ITS BEST
THE WONDER
OF WOOD

|
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WHAT
$5 MILLION
BUYS
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A BOONTON DESIGNER CREATES ENTERTAINMENT
CENTRAL BY FILLING THE NOOKS AND CRANNIES OF
A SPACIOUS BASEMENT. Design by Katja van der Loo

FEATURE STORY

5/7/18 12:11 PM

finishing t ouch

top choices

stellar cellar
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design challenge
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lavish loungers

With hand-carved arches and a
white-wash finish, this hardwood
daybed is a nod to classic Middle
Eastern architecture. Make the piece
your own with a printed cushion
and funky throw pillows. Available
at Anthropologie, multiple locations.
5/9/18 9:28 AM

It’s a design dilemma many
of us have faced: a gigantic
wall that’s the epitome of the
phrase “dead space.” To the
rescue: the hot-right-now
trend of employing largescale paintings to create
visual interest and, best of
all, avoid the dreaded dead
zone. That’s what Lukas
Machnik did when designing
this minimalist room; after
bathing it in grays and
whites, he adorned an empty,
enormous wall with a metal
and wax piece by artist
Lonney White. The result: a
show-stopping focal point.
For his part, Machnik
will have many more
opportunities to find a
home for powerful pieces:
His newest venture, the
Hamptons Good Design
gallery, opens this spring in
East Hampton, New York.
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DESIGN CHALLENGE
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millimeter,” explains the designer. “My team crafted a bookcase
where the homeowner could display artwork and other items.”
The bookcase wasn’t the only custom-made piece needed for
the space; her next challenge presented itself when considering
seating options, since getting an entire sofa into the basement
would be a tight squeeze. Van der Loo had a custom sectional
built and upholstered, which was brought down in three separate pieces.
“The homeowner wanted each part of the room to serve a
unique purpose like a lounge or lobby does,” says van der Loo.
“They host parties in the space, and guests can sit in the club
chairs to catch up and talk, watch television on the sectional or
enjoy a drink at the high-top table.”

96

THE DESIGN ANALYSIS: Designer Katja van der Loo of
Papyrus Home Design in Boonton was called in to assess the
space. “The basement had a few of what I like to call ‘architectural uglies,’ or facets of a room that can’t be removed, but are
instead worked around,” says van der Loo. In this space, it was
its two “bump-outs,” alcoves in the walls that break the overall
symmetry. “Because the main bump-out was of such a specific
shape, we had to make a piece that would fit—down to the

112 GALLERY

SOMETIMES,
SIZE REALLY
DOES MATTER.
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go big
or go
home

YOU CAN’T LOSE IF YOU SNOOZE ON ONE OF THESE
DREAMY DAYBEDS. GO AHEAD—COZY UP WITH A
GOOD BOOK OR KICK BACK FOR A MID-DAY CATNAP.

THE SPACE: The homeowner was itching to transform his onenote basement into a lounge-like hub with multiple focal points
where he could display his art collection, host parties for friends
and unwind after a long day.
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To make the kitchen a true gathering
place, the designer installed two islands,
the smaller for casual dining and the
larger for prep (and company while prepping). Neutral shades of beige, white and
pale gray predominate in the porcelain-tile
backsplash, the Silestone quartz countertops and the white-glazed oak cabinetry.
Ceiling beams were added for visual
interest. Because the homeowners were
serious about cooking, the design included
two sinks and two stovetops.

A RIVER
RETREAT
ON THE
MANASQUAN
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FINISHING TOUCH
2/21/18 4:39 PM
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C A L E N D A R & R AT E S
CALENDAR (2019)
ISSUE

S PA C E R E S E R VAT I O N

M AT E R I A L S

AVA I L A B L E

SPECIAL AD
SECTION

MARCH
(SPRING)

February 8

February 14

March 22

Interior Design

MAY
(LATE SPRING)

April 5

April 11

May 10

Landscape Design

SEPTEMBER
(FALL)

August 9

August 15

September 20

Faces

NOVEMBER
(LATE FALL)

October 11

October 16

November 15

Luxury Kitchens & Baths

RATE CARD

PRINTED AND DISTRIBUTED: 26,000+

AD SIZE

1X

4X

SPREAD

$ 4,135

$ 3,595

FULL

$ 2,295

$ 1,995

HALF

$ 1,295

$ 1,175

COVER 2 / SPREAD

$ 5,165

$ 4,495

COVER 3

$ 2,755

$ 2,395

COVER 4

$ 2,985

$ 2,595

FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS
Frequency discounts will be determined by the
number of insertions used within a 12-month period.
Unfulfilled contracts will be short-rated. Insertion
orders may not be canceled after closing date.
FREQUENCY
Four times a year.

FOR PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES PLEASE CONTACT

Thomas Flannery | 201.571.2252
thomas.flannery@wainscotmedia.com
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ADVERTISING SPECS
AD SIZES (W x H)
SPACE
2-Page Spread
Full Page
Half Page (H)
Half Page (V)

BLEED ART
18.25˝ x 11.125˝
9.25˝ x 11.125˝
9.25” x 5.45˝
4.45” x 11.125˝

BLEED TRIM
18˝ x 10.875˝
9˝ x 10.875˝
9” x 5.2”
4.2” x 10.875”

NON-BLEED
17.5˝ x 10.375˝
8.375˝ x 10.375˝
8.375” x 4.95”
3.95” x 10.375”

Magazine Trim Size: 9” x 10.875”
Safety: 0.25” from trim and 0.375 from inside gutter. No text outside live area.
Printing and Bind Process: Web offset at 150 lines per inch; perfect bound with scored cover.
Paper Stock: 136" gloss coated cover; 70# gloss coated text.
Material Requirements: Only digital files are accepted. All digital files must be accompanied by one set of high-quality color proofs.
Acceptable contract proofs include Kodak Approvals, Fuji Pictro or Veris, Epson Stylus Pro and Matchprint Digital Proof. For a list of
additional SWOP–certified proofs, visit www.swop.org.
Digital Requirements:
• Create ads at 100% of final print size.
• Acceptable media are CD-R and DVD in either IBM or Mac format.
•P
 referred file format is a “press ready” PDF. When distilling Postscript files saved directly from InDesign also should use the “press” job option.
• If sending a flattened or locked file, such as a PDF, be aware that any changes are subject to additional production costs.
• Files created using Adobe InDesign, Illustrator and Photoshop are accepted. All printer and screen fonts mush be included.
• Acceptable graphic file formats are PDF, Photoshop Tiff or EPS. Flatten all layer Photoshop files and outline fonts on Illustrator files. Do
not compress with LZW encoding.
• All graphics must be saved as CMYK.
• Image resolution must be a minimum of 300 dpi. Line art must be set to minimum of 1200 dpi.
• For proper trapping in the computer-to-plate process, all image backgrounds mush be set to “NONE.”
• Unless special ordering an additional color, all spot and Pantone-specified colors should be converted to CMYK color.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Copy Restrictions: Publisher reserves the right, at its absolute discretion and at any time, to reject advertising materials.
Content Responsibility: Advertisers are solely responsible for the content of their advertisements placed and printed. Publisher accepts
no responsibility for typographical errors. Advertiser hereby indemnifies publisher against any claims relating to unauthorized use of
content or art.
Position Guarantees: Position is guaranteed for covers, first two spreads and opposite table of contents only.
Shipping: S pace contracts, insertion order, camera-ready copy and proofs should be addressed to:
Advertising Department, Wainscot Media
110 Summit Avenue, Montvale, NJ 07645

SEND AD MATERIALS TO

Jacquelynn Fischer | 201.746.7806
Jacquelynn.Fischer@wainscotmedia.com
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